
User Guide

- Segment 3D medical images 
- Extract closed meshes 
- Visualization: Assign materials and colors to meshes



User Interface
After installation of the plugin, the Rhino3DMedical icon appears in your workspace: double click on it to expand 
the user interface. 

If you don’t see the icon type RMedical in the command line and hit enter. 

Adjust the user interface according to your preferences by dragging it to a specific location.

Floating interface Panel-embedded interface Viewport-embedded interface



Load 3D Medical Images

Rhino3DMedical can read the most common  DICOM formats, .nii, .nii.gz and .mhd (with corresponding .mha).

Example: read DICOM Example: read NIFTI

1. Choose the folder with your 3D medical image. 

2. If you read a DICOM series,  
double-click on 1 image within the folder.



View & Contrast Adjustment

After reading your 3D medical image, the volume is displayed in the Rhino viewport.

Navigate 2D slices  
in all three dimensions.

Adjust image contrast.



Thresholding

Adjust threshold to highlight voxels with greyscale value above the threshold. 

Adjust threshold.

Tick checkbox.



Create Surface Mesh

1. Create surface to compute 
3D mesh that corresponds to  
threshold.

2. Mesh appears on a new  
layer.

3. Set display mode to ‘Rendered’ 
for an improved visualization of  
the surface.



Mesh Repair 1: Extract Largest Region

Extract largest region of the mesh to isolate region of interest (ROI).

1. Extract largest region.
2. New layer with resulting mesh created.

3. Hide previous surface layer and image layer to only view ROI.



Mesh Repair 2: Check Mesh Properties

Select the mesh and type What in the command line to display the mesh properties

Open polygon mesh.

Number of vertices and faces.



Mesh Repair 3: Fill Holes

1. Fill mesh holes.

2. New layer with resulting mesh created. 3. Type What in the command line.
4. Mesh should be closed.



Mesh Repair 4: Smoothing

1. Smoothen mesh.

2. Set number of iterations 
and smoothing parameter.

3. New layer with resulting 
 mesh created.



Mesh Repair 5: Remesh

1. Remesh. 2. Set percentage of vertices 
to remove.

Reduce number of vertices or faces through remeshing.

3. New layer with resulting 
 mesh created. 4. Reduced number of vertices confirmed.



Display, Rendering & Materials

�

1. Click on the materials icon  
of the corresponding layer. 

2. Choose material, color, 
transparency, reflection, etc.



Overlay Mesh and 3D Image

Image layer and final  
mesh layer displayed. 


